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Introduction 

Improvement of a wind plant's efficiency depends in many aspects on the quality, reliability 
and ease �f fabrication of its wind generator. As the simplest and the most reliable in 
operation there are considered wind plants (WPs) with brushless generators directly driven 
from the wind turbine, since such a design excludes the element, which is the most unreliable 
and complicated to operate - the step-up multiplier. 

The wind turbines have a low rotational speed of hundreds to tens turns per minute, 
depending on the rated power. The generator mass considerably increases with decreasing the 
rotational speed, therefore on such generators particular requirements are imposed; first of all, 
the requirement that in the low-turn version their mass should be reduced as much as possible. 

The present work considers a solution L this problem based on the application of a brushless 
two-core inductor machine as the low-turn generator of a directly driven wind plant. The 
power of the generator is 12 kW at the rotational speed of 100 min-t. The rated phase voltage 
is 230 V. 

Main features of the directly-driven WP generators 

One of the most reliable WP designs which practically does not require technical sattendance 
is that of a direct-drive WP whose synchronous generator is directly driven from the wind 
turbine. Currently, these WPs are made by various leading companies, such as WORLD 
POWER (USA) producing WHISPER plants with a power ranged from 0.5 to 4.5 kW, 
PITCH- WIND (Sweden) producing WPs with a power from 20 to 30 kW, ENERCON 
(Germany) making WPs with a power from 200 kW to 1.5 mW and some others [1]. The first 
two companies mentioned employ synchronous generators with the excitation from 
permanent magnets, whereas in WPs made by ENERCON Co. there are installed generators 
with electromagnetic excitation. 

The rotational speed of a wind turbine, determined by the power and design parameters of the 
WP, changes with increasing power from hundreds turns per minute for low-power plants to 
two tens turns for WPs with a power of 1.0 mW. Such a low rotational speed predetermines 
the search for optimal design solutions when working out synchronous generators. 

It is known, that the sizes and mass of a synchronous machine, all other conditions being 
equal, are inversely proportional to the rotational speed n of the rotor and can be estimated by 
the expression 

( 1) 
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where S is the generator's power, D and L are the recess diameter and core length of the stator 
determining the mass and sizes of the electric machine, CA is a constant coefficient 
determined by its design parameters and electromagnetic loads [2]. The mentioned above 
rotational speed range of wind turbines, with the current and voltage frequency f of the 
armature winding kept sufficiently close to 50 Hz, determines the necessity to use multipole 
version of synchronous generators. Thus a synchronous generator should possess 30 pole 
pairs at the rotational speed of 100 turns per minute and 150 pole pairs at the rotational speed 
of 20 turns per minute. The multipoleness of a generator predetermines its design with an 
increased diameter and, in compliance with (1), with a shortened core of the stator, i.e. with a 
raised D/L ratio. At D/L values being sufficiently large there is the so-called annular version 
of the generator, so that the majority of its active elements (electrical-sheet steel of the stator's 
and rotor's cores, armature and excitation windings and some other load-bearing members) 
are distanced from the rotation axis. In the inner space with a diameter up to 80% of the 
armature recess a lightened sleeve is placed, which links the rotor of such a generator to its 
shaft. Such a design allows for reducing the generator's mass 2-2.5 times as compared with 
the conventional version [3]. 

Apart from that, the multipole version opens wide possibilities for application of contactless 
synchronous inductor generators, which in this case possess a number of important 
advantages over classical synchronous generators with rotating excitation windings. One of 
the main advantages is that in inductor generators the multipoleness is reached without 
increasing the number of excitation winding's coils, which means that, independently of the 
pole number, the magnetic flow is created by one excitation coil whose mmf is only slightly 
larger than the mmfper one pole pair of a classical synchronous generator. In [4] it is shown 
that this important practical advantage manifests itself in the fact that with the number of pole 
pairs increasing the mass of one annular excitation winding is approximately p times less as 
compared with the excitation winding of an explicit pole synchronous machine. The same 
relationship holds also between the losses in the excitation windings under comparison. 
Another very important advantage of synchronous inductor generators is their being made in 
contactless version. The absence in such a generator of contact rings and brushes allows the 
generator's reliability to be considerably improved and the WP maintenance expenses to be 
cut. 

Description of the contactless multipole inductor generator of ring design 

As an example we will consider schematically the generator of a directly-driven WP with a 
power of 12 kW intended for supplying agricultural economies with electricity. The rotational 
speed of the wind turbine in a two-blade version is 100 turns per minute. The working 
condition of the WP for independent load and for electric network is established through an 
invertor with a DC element. 
The longitudinal cross-section of the generator is shown in Fig.l. In casing 1 two cores of 
stator 2 are pressed, with three-phase windings 3 on each core. On the ferromagnetic sleeve of 
rotor 4 two windingless tooth-like cores, 5 and 6, are arranged. The number of teeth on each 
core determines the number of pole pairs of the generator and is equal to 60. The frequency at 
the rated rotational speed is f = 100 Hz. The increase in the number of pole pairs to 60 and in 
the frequency to 100 Hz allows for improvement of the generator's mass-size indices and 
achievement of appropriate working conditions of the WP. 
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Fig.l. The structral scheme (longitudinal cross-section) of the generator 

The stationary annular excitation winding 7 is fixed between ·the rotor's cores. The 
ferromagnetic rotor's sleeve 4 with the inside diameter Do= 470 mm is connected with shaft 8 
of the generator by means of a lightened non-magnetic sleeve 9. The diameter of the armature 
recess is D=580 mm, the outside diameter of the machine is D1= 680 mm. Each core of the 
stator is 50 mm long. 

The tooth zone and the armature winding 

One of the most important tasks when designing multipole inductor generators is to 
substantiate and choose a rational geometry for the tooth zone, an optimum tooth number on 
the stator's cores where the three-phase armature winding is arranged, and the winding's 
circuit. For the generator under consideration the number Z1 of stator teeth can be chosen 
based on the known relationship: 

Z1=2pmq (2) 

where p is the pole pair number equal to the number Z2 of rotor teeth, m is the number of the 
armature winding's phases (in the project under consideration m=3), 

q is the number of slots per pole and phase. Application of distributed armature windings at 
q;::::l is difficult technologically. Since in our case (Z2=60) if q=l a three-phase winding should 
be dropped on 360 teeth. Seeking to maximally reduce the tooth number Z1 on the armature, 
we have chosen a teeth zone in which the numbers of stator and rotor teeth are mutually 
connected by the relationship 
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z2 
Z1= 2m 

2m±l 
(3) 

In our example, at m=3 and Z2=60 we obtain Z1=72. Such being the relationship between the 
tooth numbers Zt and Z2, the tooth zone can be considered as consisting of K=12 elementary 
modules arranged in the armature recess, each of the modules consisting, in turn, of six 
armature teeth and five rotor teeth. One of these modules is shown in Fig.2. 

Since electric angle a between the magnetic flows of adjacent armature teeth is 

z2 a = 2tr-= 300 electrical degrees 
zl 

(4) 

On these teeth the three-phase two-layer distributed armature winding can be made with a 

first-to-fourth-slot pitch. In this case q = 0.2. The cutting coefficient for such a winding is 
sufficiently low (kw= 2/3), however the efficiency improvement is reached here owing to the 
simultaneous use by each winding coil of magnetic fluxes of three teeth. Besides, the 
frequency increase up to 100 Hz also compensates the mentioned above shortage [5]. 
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Fig.2. Elementary modul of the generator 

The rated data and main design parameters of the generator · 

Taking into account the above-mentioned considerations the necessary electromagnetic 
calculations have been performed and a calculational model of the inductor generator has 
been worked out with the following rated data and main design parameters: 

1. Rated power P of the generator 12 kW 
2. Rated phase voltage Ur 230 V 
3. Rated rotational speed n 100 min-1 

4. Frequency f 100 Hz 
5. Phase number m 3 
6. Diameter of the stator's recess D 580 mm 
7. Axial length of the stator' s core L 50 mm 
8. Ratio D/L 11.6 
9. Relative outside diameter of the generator DtiD 1.17 
10. Relative inside diameter of the core Do/D 0.81 
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11. Relative length Lg of the generator Lg/2L 3.4 
12. Number of teeth on the stator 72 
13. Number of the teeth on the rotor 60 
14. Mass of the generator G 280 kg 
15. Efficiency 0.86 
16. Specific power PIG 43 W /kg 

The conventional inductor generator with the same data - sheet specificatiations has a mass of 
550 kg. 

Conclusion 

Owing to the annular construction of the inductor generator, to the rational geometry chosen 
for the tooth zone and to the efficient circuit of the armature winding it was possible to work 
out a design for the generator of a directly-driven wind plant, which demonstrates a good 1 performance. In the present work a theoretical substantiation of the design is given together 
with the results of calculation data for the modelled inductor generator. The calculation 
methods have been verified by experimental data for different inductor machines. 
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A design of the inductor generator for 12-kW wind plants is considered, with the rotation speed of 100 min -I , 
directly driven from a wind turbine without a step-up multiplier. The generator is ring- wise, with an increased 
ratio of recess diameter D to the cjre length L (DIL=11,6). The rotor of the generator is fastened on the shaft 
through a lightened non -magnetic sleeve. The mass of the generator is 280 kg, its efficiency- 86. 

Pugacevs V., Levins N., Ribickis L, Manonovs M. Daudzpolu gredzenveida induktoqjenerators veja 
iekiirtiim. 
Tiek piediiviits induktorgenerators 12kW tieJiis piedziiJas veja iekiirtiim ar griesaniis iitrumu 100 apgr!min. 
Gredzenveida generatoram attiec!ba starp statora izvirposanas diametru D un paketes garumu L ir palieliniita 
(D/L = 11,6). Zobainais rotors savienots ar generatora viirpstu caur vieglu nemagnetisku buksi. 
Qeneratora masa 280 kg, lietderlgas koeficients- 86%. 

llyza11e6 B., JleBuH H., PbtOUI{KUU JI., Manouo6 M. MuozonoJtiOCHbtii uudyKmopHbtii zeuepamop KOJlbl{e6ozo 
ucnoJtHeHUJI OJIH 6empoycmaH060K. 
Ilpeocmae!leH npoeKm uHOyKmopHozo 2e1-1epamopa O!IR npHMonpueoo�-tou 12 KBm eempoycmaHOBKU npu 
cKopocmu epaUJeHUH 100 MUH -J. TeHepamop KO!lblfeeozo ucno!IHeHUH c noebzweHHbZM omHoweHUeM OuaMempa 
pacmo'lKU RKOpR D K O!IUHe naKema L ( D/L =11,6). 3y6'lambzu pomop coeouHeH c 6aJIOM 2e1-1epamopa 'lepe3 
o6Jle2'leHHYIO HeMG2HUmHyiO emy!IKy. Macca zeHepamopa 280 K2, K03q)(/JUlfUeHm nolle3H020 oeucm6UJl - 86 %. 




